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Wall Prints
Prints sized 11x14 and larger to fit into your own frames. Printed on premium satin 

lustre paper and mounted on a sturdy styrene backing ready to insert into frames.

Don’t know what size to choose?  
Ask me how you can see your images virtually and actual size

 on your own wall before you purchase!

Prints sized 8x10 and smaller to fit into your own frames or give as gifts.  
Printed on premium satin lustre finish paper.

Gift Prints

standard sizes

11x14 $50
16x24 $75
20x30 $100
24x36 $130
30x40 $170

panoramic sizes

12x24 $75
15x30 $100

square sizes

12x12 $45
16x16 $65
20x20 $80
24x24 $120

8 wallets $8

4x6 $8 each

5x7 $10 each

8x10 $15 each



Printed on high quality canvas and wrapped around a wooden frame. Comes ready to hang.

Canvas Wrap

standard sizes

11x14 $150
16x24 $250
20x30 $299
24x36 $375
30x40 $425

panoramic sizes

12x20 $225
14x30 $299

square sizes

12x12 $140
16x16 $225
20x20 $250
24x24 $299
30x30 $385

Printed on premium photo paper and wrapped on a padded backer. 
Sits sl ightly off wall to give il lusion of floating. Comes ready to hang.

Float Wrap

standard sizes

11x14 $110
16x24 $190
20x30 $275
24x36 $330

panoramic sizes

12x18 $160
12x20 $210
12x30 $240
15x30 $299

square sizes

12x12 $110
16x16 $175
20x20 $230
24x24 $265



This Wall Guide can help you decide what size photo will best work on your wall.  
We find that at least a 16x24 size works on most wall spaces.  

Also consider creating a collage with a few different size prints or canvas wraps!

Sti l l don’t know what size to choose?  
Ask me how you can see your images virtually and actual size

 on your own wall before you purchase!



Per fect for Save the Date, Newborn Announcements or Christmas Cards! 
5x7 Cards with custom design on front and back.  Comes with white envelopes for mailing.

Per fect for your purse or to give as gifts!  3x3 book with photo or l inen cover.

Custom Greeting Cards

Mini Accordion Books

set of 3 books with same design

3x3   $60

25 Cards $47
50 Cards $85
75 Cards $115
100 Cards $148
125 Cards $160
150 Cards $184
175 Cards $215
200 Cards $240
225 Cards $275
250 Cards $300
275 Cards $330
300 Cards $354

Contact me for pricing 
for more than 300 cards.



A great way to display your wedding images with timeless simplicity.
Custom designed to tell the story of your day. 

Signature Wedding Albums

10x10 Square Album 
15 spreads $499
20 spreads $575
25 spreads $699

upgrade options

8x8 Parent Album 
Get a duplicate album for the parents!
Priced at HALF of your orginal album cost!

Cover Debossing  $30

Photo Cover  $40

Cameo Cover $50



Per fect for family, children, or senior albums.  
Printed on high quality paper with a variety of cover options.

www.kristiwhitney.com     kristi@kristiwhitney.com     816.726.1222

Keepsake Albums

Conact Me to order Today!

8x8 Square Album 
10 spreads $220
15 spreads $275
20 spreads $320

10x10 Square Album 
10 spreads $240
15 spreads $299
20 spreads $350


